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* See www.adobe.com/photoshop. * Access the Photoshop web page by clicking the Get Started icon under the Adobe logo, as shown in Figure 13-3. **Figure 13-3:** From the get-started page, access Photoshop's web page by clicking the Get Started icon under the Adobe logo. Photoshop is a powerful piece of software, but you can only do so much with it alone. The next
section introduces Lightroom and describes how it works to complement the power of Photoshop. Lightroom can also enable you to edit and organize your images on your own. Lightroom has also been improved since version 2, giving it more editing features and improved organization, making it a better all-around program than Photoshop. * * * If you're considering editing
your images in Photoshop and are on a Mac, you might want to try Photoshop Elements. Elements was part of the Windows XP family of programs and now has its own Windows 8 version. Elements is a completely free, Mac-compatible version of Photoshop and has many of the same editing tools. (See the following section for more information about Lightroom.) ## Using
Photoshop Elements Photoshop Elements is also part of the Windows XP family of programs, but unlike Photoshop, the program is designed to work with Mac OS X. When you open the program, you see a home page (see Figure 13-4) that greets you with a funny video about Photoshop Elements. **Figure 13-4:** Photoshop Elements explains the interface to the novice.
Photoshop Elements is designed to be used with a digital camera. You can import images from memory cards, connect to a scanner, view images stored on a computer, and export files on CDs or DVDs. Pressing the Command (Mac) or Control (Windows) key opens the so-called Edit menu, which enables you to work with the photos. ( _Mac users_ : Command+E; _Windows
users_ : Ctrl+E.) To see more of the image, just click the Layers button, which opens a tool called the Layers palette. Use the Layers palette to turn an image into a collection of customizable layers. You can edit your image with tools, view your image in a number of different ways, apply various effects to your image, and use RAW conversion. ## Lightroom Lightroom is an
enhanced version of iPhoto. iPhoto
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Bitcoin, in its early years, was the only cryptocurrency and had very few competitors. The other cryptocurrencies have since come into existence, with the result that there are now thousands of cryptocurrency tokens, all with different functionality. Satoshi’s idea for cryptocurrency was focused on the problem of centralized payment systems, which he felt were vulnerable to fraud
and persecution. He believed a decentralized payment system would be better because it would be immune to attack and government sanction. While the founders and developers of Bitcoin were working on the unique and bold idea of a decentralized currency system, others were also exploring the idea of decentralized organizations with a similar idea for a decentralized
database. The database of a decentralized organization does not require a centralized record-keeper, but instead incentivizes the members of the organization to store and keep a copy of the database. The success of Bitcoin Bitcoin has seen record amounts of transactions for small amounts. Bitcoin is scalable, as it was designed to allow for a maximum limit of 21 million Bitcoins.
However, the limit is not reached yet and is expected to be reached as early as 2024. That means there will be 21 million Bitcoins available, 1 million Bitcoins a year for the next 113 years. Bitcoin is not susceptible to human errors. Computers are the only feasible way to record transactions and make payments. Even if a malicious individual controls a majority of the computing
power in the network, and a large percentage of the network’s users, they cannot manipulate the blockchain. The first mining of Bitcoin was also a turning point in how transactions took place. When Satoshi included the first transaction in the first block on January 3, 2009, the world’s first miner, Satoshi, was Satoshi Nakamoto. The 1 MB block is the largest block size of Bitcoin,
and it was the largest block on the network until December 2016, when it was eclipsed by the 2.5 MB block, which was mined by the Ethereum founder, Vitalik Buterin. Bitcoin is also the first successful cryptocurrency. That is why it is used as a benchmark. In Summary Although Bitcoin is not the only cryptocurrency, it stands out as the most popular and versatile of the
cryptos. There are now thousands of cryptocurrencies, but there are a few core ideas that bring all the cryptos together. Satoshi Nakamoto managed to create a cryptocurrency that has not been overtaken by the limitations of scalability. While it is true that there is a limit to how many Bitcoin can 05a79cecff
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Q: Filter Nested Objects I have an array of objects, like so: const posts = [{ id: 1, user: { id: 1, name: 'jack' }, tags: [{ id: 1, name: 'orange' }, { id: 2, name:'mango' }] }, { id: 2, user: { id: 2, name: 'jack' }, tags: [{ id: 1, name: 'orange' }, { id: 2, name:'mango' }] }] What I want to do, is search for all objects, where the user.name contains the search term (jack). If there's a tag array
for that object, I want to look up the objects in that array. If it exists, I want to filter the array to only contain objects where the user.name of that object is equal to the array.id of the tag object. How can I do this with lodash? A: I'm not a fan of lodash for this, but here is an easy solution using plain javascript: const posts = [ { id: 1, user: { id: 1, name: 'jack' }, tags: [{ id: 1, name:
'orange
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Increased physical activity is a simple way to keep your heart healthy. Exercise can help reduce a bad cholesterol, reduce the risk of a heart attack, and can even keep your mood calm. There are many easy ways to get in your daily exercise. Just a little bit each day, like hiking a hill or taking the stairs, can make a big difference in keeping your heart healthy. There are a lot of
ways to get exercise in, but keep in mind that you want to be as safe as possible if you are going for longer periods of time. Doctors recommend no more than 20 minutes of aerobic exercise in one hour, so try to keep that in mind as you decide what you might like to do for exercise. 1. Exercise Makes Your Heart Feel Good Did you know that exercise can improve the way your
heart works? The endorphins, or “happy hormones” that your body produces during and after exercise, make your heart feel better than it ever has in your life. And in turn, your heart feels better than it has ever felt, giving you a far more positive outlook on your life. 2. Exercise Can Help You Keep Your Weight Down Being overweight can increase the risk of many health
problems, and exercise has been shown to help people lose weight. An activity that helps you feel good, like walking, can help you feel satisfied and keep you walking, which can keep you thin. 3. Exercise Can Make You More Alert As we get older, we lose some of our ability to have full-focus on anything, and exercise helps us keep that in check. The activity of exercise can
help you clear your mind, and focus on the task at hand. You can also take this time to process your day and how things went. This might help you be more aware of what is going on, or it may help you sleep better at night, depending on what you want. 4. Exercise Helps Relieve Stress Stress affects the way your body works, and makes you less healthy. Exercise can help decrease
stress, making you feel like you have more control over your body, and over your life. 5. Exercise Can Help Prevent an Heart Attack If you have a heart attack, you will be hurting and your heart is likely to be damaged. Exercise can help prevent a heart attack, helping you to keep your heart healthy in the meantime. 6. Exercise Helps You Develop Muscle
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System Requirements:

PowerShell V3.0 or higher (required) Microsoft.NET Framework 3.5 or higher (recommended) Internet Explorer 9.0 or higher (required) Windows Server 2008 R2 or higher (recommended) Microsoft Management Console (MMC) v2.0 or higher (recommended) Screen Resolution: 1920x1080 at least or 1080x1920 External Screen Resolutions: 1920x1080 at least or 1080x1920
Hardware Requirements: Processor:
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